
Formal Consultation (Notice Of Proposal): Whittern Way Controlled Parking Zone 
25/03/2021 to 21/04/2021 

Statutory Consultee Response Summary 

 

Consultee  Comments 

Parking Enforcement 
Manager 

Dear, 
I have a few comments / queries:- 
Is the maximum number of permits limited to two? If so could schedule A clarify this as it could possibly be interpreted that 
you can have three permits in total? 
If more than 2 permits is permitted the price of the third permit is currently £75 and the fourth and fifth permits £100 each. 
Are you aware of the new single TRO being implemented soon which will cover all TRO’s in Herefordshire? There is also 
already a Hereford Residents Parking Order which covers numerous schemes in Hereford.  
We are currently reviewing the price of resident permits which has not changed since 2013. 
I have copied XX in as his team manage the issue of resident permits, so he is aware and in case he wishes to add anything? 
Kind regards 

Traffic Management 
Advisor 

Thank you for the information relating to the formal consultation on the TRP scheme for Whittern Way. 
As per my reply to the initial consultation dated 18th January (copy Attached) I have no objections to this proposal. 
Regards 

 



Formal Consultation: Summary of Responses from Residents– Whittern Way, Hereford 
Carried out from 25/03/2021 to 21/04/2021 

 

Resident Comments 

Objector 1 I would like to object to the plans to bring in residents permit parking on Whittern way as I feel that it will course more problems. It 
will make people park on the side roads and the garage carparks making it harder for residents to park near their properties. 

Objector 2 "I'm writing in relation to the Herefordshire Council controlled parking zone & residents permit parking order 2021.  
My family have lived at XX for over 20 years and parking has never been a major issue. Yes we have always had students park 
down the roads in the day time but I don't agree with the idea put forward as a way to prevent this.  
Your asking each household to pay £30 per car but the proposals are majorly reducing the places we can park. We live in a corner 
house so we aren't able to turn our garden into a drive way to accommodate a car either. So we could effectively be paying £60 to 
have nowhere to park our cars.  
The stretch outside our house currently allows 7 cars to park in there, then 5 more up the straight towards Eastnor drive. The 
proposal takes away the stretch in front of our house between 7am-7pm Monday to Saturday. So that means we have 5 spaces 
now where we had 12. There are 6 properties in the corner where we live which don't have any form of a driveway. Two of us 
have two vehicles so that's 4 spaces needed without keeping in mind the other 4 and any visitors. Also when you put into mind 
that there's 23 houses on this side that form the corner from Pigott close up to Eastnor drive, the idea of having only 5 parking 
spaces just won't work. We also have cars from the maisonettes over the road that park on the side of the road. 
There are a few properties on the road that are rented out so they may not have weighed in on the survey to add permits to the 
road as it does not directly affect them. This may mean that the residents who do live here will suffer because we have less of a 
voice to oppose the plans.  
It's worth noting that the blue strip where out permits will allow us to park between Pigott close and Eastnor drive, the properties all 
have drive ways which limits the available spaces to 5.  
With the bus stop having to be clear between 7am-7pm that means that anyone who parks their cars their overnight will have to 
move it again by 7 in the morning. This also means that if anyone normally cycles to work to save money on fuel and help ease 
emissions in the city, they will be unable to leave their cars at home. Which will have a negative effect on town traffic aswell.  
The only off street parking in the area is the garages behind Pigott Close and prospect walk which are permit zones we can't park 
in so I'm guessing that's parking for prospect walk.  
The only way that these proposals may work is if you were to use the 'green areas' on the grass triangles and convert them into 
numbered spaces for the houses. That way you'd free up the roads for the bus routes and limit the parking to the residents.  
As it stands, the proposals you have sent out won't work, you will end up with residents having to park up on the grass verges 
which we aren't allowed to, but there is physically nowhere else we can park without being in a proposed bus stop.  



In a summary we do not feel that the proposal put forward is a suitable idea to sort out the parking on whittern way, unless you 
can convert the grass triangles into a parking area then we simply cannot afford to lose any on street parking along whittern way. " 

Objector 3 To whom it may concern:  
I am a resident of Whittern Way Hereford and i would like to express my concerns and rejection of the proposed parking controlled 
zones /residents parking. 
I believe that your company and the council are being underhanded in the way you are presenting this to the residence of Whittern 
Way. This road system was previously proposed by the council and was rejected  because the residence could get together and 
discuss this . 
I feel you have taken advantage of the circumstances with the pandemic which means no discussions with the residence can take 
place  due to the situation. 
I have written to my MP explaining my concerns with the proposed plans and the way yourselves and the council have acted. 
I would like a public meeting to be organised when the Covid restrictions are lifted to discuss this proposal. 
After looking at your road plans there will be more double yellow lines which means residents will not be able to park near to their 
homes at all. You and the council have not taken the time to talk to the people around Whittern Way  
I feel your intention is to make Whittern Way an area where the students at the local college cannot park, but this means the 
residence cannot park either as the yellow lines mean that even if you have a permit you cannot park.  
This is why a public meeting should be organised as some residents have voted yes as they fear the students will just go further 
down the road and park outside their homes. 
My experience with HCC is that they could not organise a good drinking session in a brewery (putting it politely) . 
I await your reply to my concerns in the near future 

Objector 4 Dear sir or madam 
I am writing this email to object about the parking permit scheme which has been suggested in Whittern way . I have lived in 
Whittern way for 52 years and never had a problem with parking the only times of the day there could be a problem is when the 
college students park there instead of using the college carparks. I also do not agree with having to put your registration details on 
the permits my family visit regularly at the moment 10 of them with grandchildren getting to the age they will soon be driving ,that 
means they will all need a permit the fairer way is to have a permit per household which you can place in the car when you visit 
and if you have more than one car you will need to apply for another permit. The most common sense way of dealing with the so 
called parking problem is to tarmac the grass area outside the properties and make a car park with numbered parking places one 
or two per household.The grass area is of no use to anyone with signs up saying no ball games, and the grass doesn’t get moved 
enough (Hereford council) so the grass is always long which means the children don’t go out there to play . The way I see it is the 
properties that are on a corner are being penalised because it is not possible to have a driveway . 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 



Objector 5 Dear sir/madam, I write to make an objection to the parking restrictions for Whittern Way, Hereford 2021.  
It is not so much an objection as a suggestion. On the enclosed map/plan I have shown areas A and B. All of the houses in Area B 
have double width drives and it is not possible to park on this side of the road without blocking their driveways and so it is 
pointless putting residents parking bays there. Not all of the houses in area A have a drive and elderly retired residents park 
outside their houses. This area should be resident parking only. If the proposals are implemented in their current form the result 
would be no cars parked at all on the straight stretch and we all know from previous experience that without the traffic calming 
effect of parked vehicles through traffic races on this section and cause a danger to residents and the many school children who 
cross the road here. I believe area A should be scrapped over, otherwise there are not going to be enough parking spaces and 
there is serious safety issues.  
In over 30 years driving on this road, I have seen no problems for buses loading and unloading passengers. The loss of so many 
parking spaces to bus stops is going to cause much hardship especially outside the block of flats. I hope you can seriously 
consider my thinking the flaws in the areas from both parking and safety issues.  

Objector 6 After careful studying the proposal this is the same proposal we had some ten years ago once again this will not solve the 
students parking problem just moving the problem from one end of Whittern Way to the other, and with students parking in every 
space they can get their car in this will affect people going to the Whitehouse community hub, will affect people shopping at 
Chilton Square which will mean the shops losing trade as well as the usual problems to the residents. As this is not being done for 
road safety reasons as they were addressed by the previous council by putting single and double yellow lines.  I cannot see any 
reason for this to go ahead just because a few people are moaning to the newly elected counselor, we had the same thing happen 
when Alex Hempton-Smith was elected for the lts our county party.  I have had students blocking my drive on several occasions 
now I ring 101 with the reg no., who gets them moved. I'm not happy with this proposal and considering taking legal advice if it 
goes ahead. 

Objector 7 I am formally sending you my objections to the proposed controlled parking zone & residents permit parking for Whittern Way and 
adjoining roads.  I feel that parking will be made a lot more difficult with the proposed reduction of parking being available to 
residents.  I also feel that it is very unfair that residents are being financially penalised for the lack of investment in parking 
allocation of rthe college/university campus.  As a pensioner I feel the purchase of permits for myself and then another two visitors 
for family I have who visit in the day time would be an extra financial burden.  I also feel the proposed reduction of spaces within 
the area could mean that I would not be able to park by my property after doing a weekly shop.  As I live on my own I would find it 
hard to carry my shopping from a distance.  I also feel that the proposed parking on the bend at the bottom of Eastnor Drive, could 
lead to a possible accident as Whittern Way is a very busy through road. 

Objector 8 I do not agree entirely with the Controlled Parking Zone.  However, as I said in my letter in November, why should residents pay to 
park outside their properties?  They and their visitors are not responsible for the problem, others are.  Entry signage should 
include "offenders" will be issued with a substantial fine parking.  Employ patrolling wardens (job share) with residents car 
registrations, these could be amended when a car is changed, and 'rogue' parkers issued with notice of fine(s).  Inform each 
Principal of the Colleges not to suggest that students will find plenty of spaces on the estate when none are available on College 
Parks and suggest they provide more parking spaces for their students. 



Objector 9 We are formally sending you our objection to the proposed controlled parking zone & residents permit parking for Whittern Way & 
adjoining roads.  We feel that parking will not only be made more difficult with the proposed reduction of parking, it will also 
become dangerous with the possible parking on the bend of Whittern Way at the bottom of Eastnor Drive opposite a bus stop.  We 
also feel that it is very unfair that residents are being financially penalised for the lack of investment in parking allocation for the 
college/university campus.  Why is it from the first proposal the permits have reduced from 4 & a visitor to 2 & a visitor permit ?  
We are a family of 4 each needing a vehicle for work, as we do not work within the city.  What are we supposed to do ?  This is 
going to cause a huge problem for the residents in this area.  There are quite a few non-speaking English residents within the area 
& we worry that they do not understand what is being proposed for the parking. 

Resident 1 Dear Sir, Thank you very much for your email and your assurance 
I am much obliged.  

Resident 2 Could you please reassure residents that thought has been made for the residents car parking areas at the rear of Prospect Walk 
to restrict those who will not now be able to park on Whittern Way parking in these car parks.  This is the only area that we can 
park. 

Resident 3 I just want to ask for clarification about this above-mentioned proposal, if all houses in Whittern way with a car need you pay 
£30/year? I normally parked my car in residents parking area at the back. I need to ask if i also pay the amount of £30 even I’m 
not parking along the road. 

Resident 4 Thank you for your update on the proposed controlled parking zone at Whittern Way etc. Order 2021. As residents of XX we have 
suffered for many years from random parking in the street especially by students at the nearby colleges which have increased size 
without providing increased parking for students. We are pleased that the Council is at last prepared to do something about our 
complaints. WE ARE VERY HAPPY TO PAY FOR THIS SERVICE AND LOOK FORWARD TO RECEIVING OUR RESIDENT 
PERMIT. 

Resident 5 I support the opposed plan for parking permission and would like a parking permit as a resident. 

Resident 6 With reference to the proposed parking in Pigott Close off Whittern Way, I wondered if this was an opportune time to ease a long 
standing problem. There is a problem exiting and accessing the car park on the left of Pigott Close (looking north) because of 
parked vehicles opposite the narrow exit.  Vehicles including refuse lorries and delivery vehicles have to mount the 
pavement.    Would it be possible to create a short length of restricted parking opposite the car park entrance? Many thanks for 
your kind attention. 

Resident 7 Resident has planning permission for a dropped kerb, which was due in January, but council has put back until August.  Would it 
be possible as a kind of goodwill gesture, that she could have a temporary residents parking permit ? 

Resident 8 Resident is asking about permits, he doesn't own a car but has a social worker visit regularly, so should he get a permit for that.  
Told him he would need a visitors permit.  He has been talking with other residents of Collingwood Court and he is asking what 
happens if you bought the permit and then went away, ie holiday, hospital etc. what would happen to the parking bay you paid the 
permit for ?  if you were away a while he/other residents are worried someone else would take over their bay.  He has no 
email/internet access.  



Resident 9 I am writing in response to correspondence regarding the proposal for a residents permit parking controlled zone for Eastnor 
Drive.  For ease of reading I will bullet point facts below.   
 • Driveway proposal at XX, approved by Hereford Council and work commenced by Wye Drives on driveway December 
2020. 
• Dropped kerb to allow access to the above property should have been completed w/c 25th January 2021. 
• A meeting between my contractor; Wye Drives, Balfour Beatty and Interserve site manager was held to discuss damage to 
pavement outside my property due to the heavy plant mounting the kerb.  
• Dropped kerb deferred following discussions with Balfour Beatty, Wye Drives and Interserve (construction team for the 
SEN school being built at the top of the road), due to heavy plant/vehicles driving on the pavements up Eastnor Drive.  There is 
evidential damage to the pavements outside my property as a result of the heavy plant mounting the kerb/pavement. 
• I have recently met with the school site manager and have been informed by him that work is scheduled to be completed 
by the end of August and he advised me to arrange for my kerb to be dropped w/c 30th August, as all of the containers (offices 
etc.) will be transported away from site and will possibly encroach onto the pavement during transit. 
• Last week, I received your 'Notice of Proposal' correspondence  and telephoned the office and was told to put this in 
writing. 
• On your plans there are Resident Parking bays (highlighted in blue).  These will need to be amended due to my driveway 
and my neighbour directly opposite recently having a driveway constructed at their property.  Otherwise, this will block both myself 
and my neighbour from accessing our properties.  
• I am not objecting to the proposal for permitted residential parking, but would like to be granted a free temporary residential 
parking permit due to the circumstances above.  I live on my own and hence would only require one permit. 
• I have complied with all parties and feel that as it is not my fault that my kerb has been delayed until September (to allow 
Hereford council their SEN school), therefore, I would be grateful if, as a gesture of goodwill, I could be granted a temporary 
residential parking permit, which I will return to your office when my kerb has been dropped and I am able to park my vehicle on 
my driveway.   
Ultimately, if I had dropped the kerb to my property in January 2021, it was agreed that damage would have been caused to the 
newly laid surface and to the sub base below it, due to the heavy plant mounting the kerb and pavement to and from the school 
site, which I have witnessed on numerous occasions since building work commenced at the school site. Therefore it was agreed 
to delay my 'dropped kerb' improvements until the school had been built. 
 If you have any questions or would like to discuss this, please do not hesitate to contact me on my mobile  I am a key worker, at 
XX, and regularly need my car to visit patients in the community.  
 Hopefully, we can work together to resolve this issue.  I look forward to hearing from you soon. 

Resident 10 We have lived at XX since 1968 and seen a few changes to the area over the years. But your proposals are the most radical yet. 
We have very limited parking already and some garage parking off Whittern Way/Pigott Close. We have three colleges in close 
proximity with roads near to them with parking restrictions XXX student parking to the college. We have never experienced any 
particular problem with parking as yet. However if your proposals are implemented it will change the situation XX. Over the years a 



lot of residents have had their kerbs dropped and are able to park in their front gardens others including ourselves live behind a 
large green so do not have the option. We require roadside and garage area parking. Your proposals will reduce further our 
already limited roadside parking and remove the students from the area altogether although the garage areas are supposed to be 
residents only. We can see the students taking over the area totally. We have lived with a our parking situation for years without 
any serious problem. We feel that because of the situation with our property and having no option for off road parking at the 
moment we are being forced to pay for parking permits for a lot less options than we have at the moment. We would recommend 
that (1) you forget about your proposals and stop the situation getting worse than it is or (2) the garage areas are supposed to be 
for residents so why not make them residents permits only for those of us who will have to pay for permits give us a lot more for 
our money.  

 


